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NEW QUESTION: 1
Configuring the Cascade appliance to use RADIUS for authentication/authorization involves
which of the following tasks (in no particular order): (Select 4)
A. Password
B. Specify the IP address of the RADIUS server
C. Port number
D. User Name
E. Authentication protocol
F. Shared secret of each RADIUS server
Answer: B,C,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following steps should be performed FIRST in the risk assessment process?
A. Threat identification
B. Staff interviews
C. Determination of the likelihood of identified risks
D. Asset identification and valuation
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The first step in the risk assessment methodology is a system characterization, or identification
and valuation, of all of the enterprise's assets to define the boundaries of the assessment.
Interviewing is a valuable tool to determine qualitative information about an organization's
objectives and tolerance for risk.
Interviews are used in subsequent steps. Identification of threats comes later in the process
and should not be performed prior to an inventory since many possible threats will not be
applicable if there is no asset at risk. Determination of likelihood comes later in the risk
assessment process.

NEW QUESTION: 3
CORRECT TEXT
You are running a Red Hat machine. You have added a 2nd NIC to your machine and rebooted
it.
The card is detected in the BIOS but is not configured along with the eth0 interface upon
network start. A file must be created to allow this interface to function. Type the full path and
name of the file.
Answer:
Explanation:
/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth1
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